


‘HI ND OF THE WORLD 

AS WE KNOW IT 

| The Apocalypse set’s theme is enemy colors— 
oe white/black, blue/red, black/green, red/white, and 

green/blue. Do you remember the last time 

Wizards of the Coast produced a multicolored 
vith only enemy colors in its mana cost? 

| right, four years ago in the Jempest™ set 

2 43, coplasm, for example). And there aren’t just 

a few new enemy-color cards in Apocalypse.'There 

_are thirty. 

Illus. Ron Spencer 

_ But multicolored cards aren’t the only things in 

pocabip se to get ee ay color treatment. 

rrs, green 
color spells 

by Brady Dommermuth 

t you’re thinking. “The second /nvasion™ expansion. How exciting.” But how many Magic: The 

expansions introduce buttkicking new cards and blow up the world at the same time? With 

the Apocalypse™ set, you’ll show your opponents what “The End is Near” really means. And 

es: - final chapter in the story of the Weatherlight and its crew. 

CATS AND DOGS LIVING TOGETHER 

Dominaria is under siege. Phyrexians are poison- 

ing and decimating every corner of the plane. In 

their fight for survival, Dominaria’s residents 

have been forced to band together. Old enemies 

become allies in battle, and forms of magic that 

have always been alien to each other are being 

combined and melded to create unheard-of spells 

and to summon creatures that seem like abomi- 

nations. Some consider these intermixings of 

magical training as heretical. Others understand 

that only by setting aside rivalries can Dominaria 

survive Phyrexia’s attack. 

DISCIPLES 

Ragtag schools of magic have formed to 

strengthen these new alliances. Under the loose 

leadership of the Coalition, disciples trained in 

green magic learn how to grant magical flight. 

Black mages begin to experiment with healing 

magic. Blue wizards tinker with the druids’ 

method of transforming mana. Their newfound 

abilities all have one thing in common: they aid 

others in fighting Phyrexia. 

The Disciples are much like the Invasion set’s 

Apprentices. Each has two activated abilities, but 

they have one for each enemy color rather than 

one for each allied color. Most of the abilities are 

best used in the combat phase. 

SANCTUARIES 

Those who champion these new schools of magic 

have learned to enhance the effects of one kind 

of magic with the presence of creatures or auras 

created by mana of its opposing colors. 

Sanctuaries, hidden far from the battlefield, 

prove that cooperation among former rivals can 

help turn the tides of the Phyrexian invasion. 

Each Sanctuary is an enchantment that does 

- nothing if you control no permanents of its 

enemy colors. But if you control a permanent of 

one enemy color, the panetaty has § some Ba: 



: nine your upkeep. An 
nents of both enemy colors, it has : a strong¢ r ve 

sion of the same effect. : 

VOLVERS 

At the same time, the overlay of Rath upon 

Dominaria creates abominations never before 

seen. Among them are giant freaks of nature that 

come to be known as volvers. Products of an 

unnatural evolution, volvers patch together 

aspects of three different colors of magic. The 

result is as terrifying and effective as any 

Phyrexian monstrosity. The disciples of the new 

enemy-color schools of wizardry see these crea- 

tures as an affirmation of their studies. 

Volvers each have two kicker costs, one for 

each color that opposes the one in its mana cost. 

With enough mana, you can pay both kicker 

costs, turning that 3/3 green Anavolver into a 6/6 

flying regenerator. Watch out for these hulking 

mongrels in Sealed Deck play. 

MUSTERING THE TROOPS 

As the forces defending Dominaria rally at the 

front lines, leaders emerge to gather more of 

their kind to join the fight. The Apocalypse set 

includes seven of these “envoys,” one each for 

Soldiers, Merfolk, Zombies, Goblins, Elves, and 

Kavu, as well as an artifact creature that serves as 

an envoy for the type of your choice. 

Each envoy can put up to four creature cards 

of the right type into your hand—an instant 

army—but there’s a catch: you get only the ones 

within the top four cards of your library. How do 

you stack the odds in favor of the good guys? You 

can guide your own destiny with cards such as 

Index, which lets you change the order of the top 

cards of your library. 

THREE IS A MAGIC NUMBER 

The Apocalypse set gives each color three cards 

with a new kind of ability. Here’s a rundown of 

the “mini-cycles” 

@ White gets Flagbearers, creatures that your 

opponent must target before he or she can target 

anything else. They won’t last long, but while 

they do, the rest of your forces will be safe from 

most spells and abilities. Look for two creatures 

and a creature enchantment that turns a creature 

into a Flagbearer. 

@® Remember Winds of Change? Now the same 

sort of effect appears in blue (where it probably 

should’ve been in the first place). The three 

Whirlpool creatures each have a comes-into-play 

Doniane with the he “syphon” cards we | 
big, scary creatures suck away your life in : 

exchange for cards, and one amazing enchant- 

ment gives you one card for lL life during | 2 

your upkeeps. 

of the three Bloodfire creatures to eles diincdl 

to all the creatures in play. Think of — as 

walking napalm. 

@ Penumbra creatures cast a long shadow over 

combat. When they’re destroyed, you get a token 

creature that’s a mirror image of the original 

creature, making them like two creatures in one 

card. As a bonus, the token creature is black, 

making it harder to destroy with spells than its 

predecessor. : 

Illus. Dave Dorman 

THERE GOES THE NEIGHBORHOOD 

Yawegmoth pays a personal visit to a dev a 

Dominaria. The Wearlen ae pattie pu ae 



Illus. Eric Peterson 

he Apocalypse set introduces a solid group of ments and artifacts. Together, the two can deal with 
_ § Constructed-quality cards that practically build a almost any threat your opponent can put on the table. 

_ white/black deck for you. Any player could grab four Because white has good small creatures and black 

each of the top five Constructed cards listed on the next has some big bruisers, you can find competitive crea- 

and end up with a reasonably good deck. cards you’ll want to play may cost you life, but there 

Black is great at destroying enemy creatures and are several strong white/black cards that allow you to 

pulling cards out of your opponent’s hand. White’s gain life as part of their effect, so you should be able to 

strength is clearing away your opponent’s enchant- keep your life total up. 



Phyrexian Arena OGG 
Enchantment 
At the beginning of your upkeep, 

you draw a card and you lose 1 
life. 

This amazing card is the one R&D calls “the new 

Necro.” It doesn’t work as well as Necropotence did 

in crazy combo decks because it allows you to get 

only one card at a time. But in a more honest deck, 

you still get to pay 1 life to draw a card, which is 

always a great bargain. 

Se > & vindicate OS® 

Destroy target permanent. 

This card’s flexibility makes it a must-have for your 
deck. Remember Desert Twister? It let you destroy a 

permanent for six mana, and every So often it has 

seen tournament play. Now imagine Twister for three 

mana. Will it see more play? | think so. 

Caves of Koilos 
Land 
@: Add one colorless mana to 
your mana pool. 
@: Add €& or & to your mana 
pool. Caves of Koilos deals 1 
damage to you. 

Just as the Seventh Edition™ set’s allied-color “pain 

lands” are a Staple in any allied-color deck, the 

Apocalypse set’s enemy-color pain lands are every bit 

as necessary. Depending on your color mix, you may 

also want to add Chromatic Spheres or other mana 

fixers to help out. 

Death Grasp © 
Sorcery 
Death Grasp deals X damage to 

target creature or player. You 
gain X life. 

This is a good creature-removal card, a good way to 

finish off your opponent, and a good way to gain 

extra life for yourself. If you drain a creature, you can 

gain more life than the creature has toughness, so 

there will be times when you should wait until you 

have more mana and can “overkill” the creature to 

gain more life. 

Creature —Cat 2/1 
Protection from green 

: Regenerate Spectral Lynx. 

aft ed x 

For two mana, a 2/1 regenerator is not a bad thing. 

The protection from green is just gravy. But it’s very 

good gravy—the Lynx is the ultimate Blastoderm 

defense. It provides good, resilient, early beatdown, 

and it can hold off some scary monsters until you can 

get bigger things on the table. 

[Spectral lynx 9 

Honorable Mentions: Gerrard’s Verdict, Desolation Angel 

Top 5 Limited Cards 

Phyrexian Gargantua @6963 
Creature — Horror 4/4 
When Phyrexian Gargantua 

comes into play, you draw two 

cards and you lose 2 life. 

Even if this creature had no abilities, you’d still con- 
sider playing it in Limited. A 4/4 creature forsixmana 

is reasonable, although not great. But not only does 

the Gargantua help you meet your fat-creature quota, 

it also lets you draw two cards when it comes into 

play! 

Coalition Honor Guard ©& 
Creature—Flagbearer 2/4 

an opponent plays a spell or 
ability that could target a 
Flagbearer in play, that player 
chooses at least one Flagbearer 
as a target. 

With the Honor Guard on the table, your opponent 

will have a much harder time destroying those frag- 

ile-but-important small creatures you usually play in 
Limited. Also, while it’s in play, your opponents can’t 

play spells that target their own creatures, either. 

Foul Presence _ Ow 
Enchant Creature 

Enchanted creature gets -1/-1 

nd has “@: Target creature gets 

-1/-1 until end of turn.” 

The ability to give other creatures -1/-1 is really good, 

especially in the /nvasion block, which is chock full of 

pesky 1-toughness creatures. It’s too bad this 

enchantment gives your newly enchanted creature 

-1/-1, but you won’t regret it. 

Manaclesof Decay @& 
Enchant Creature 

nchanted creature can’t attac 

2: Enchanted creature gets -1/-1 

ntil end of turn. 

: Enchanted creature can’t 

block this turn. 

This multipurpose card keeps the creature from 

attacking you in the short term and destroys it in the 
long term (once you build up enough black mana). 

Don’t be fooled into thinking you need red mana to 

play this card; it’s playable even if you’re never able 

to play the @ ability. 

Enchantment 
ap two untapped creatures you 

control: Tap target creature. — 

Okay, so it’s no Icy Manipulator. But being able to tap 

your opponent’s creatures is never a bad thing, espe- 

cially in Limited. Sure, maybe you’d rather have one 

of those 1- or 2-mana /nvasion tappers, but this card 

is still good, and it’s harder for your opponent to 

destroy than a creature. 

THE ERASER 
Creatures (7) 

1 Desolation Angel 

2 Phyrexian Scuta 

4 Spectral Lynx 

Spells (29) 

7G sViniteracom (ole) 

4 Dark Ritual 

4 Death Grasp 

3 Duress 

3 Gerrard’s Verdict 

4 Phyrexian Arena 

4 Vindicate 

3 Wrath of God 

Tem ey 9) 

4, Caves of Koilos 

2 Dust Bowl 

8 Plains 

10 Swamp 

Deck Strategy 

“The Eraser” isn’t 

exactly brimming with 

creatures, but who 

cares when you can 
rub out almost every- 

thing your opponent 

plays! To win with this 
deck, simply clear a 

path for your few big 

ol’ creatures with 

your ton of creature- 

destroying spells. 
For their part, your 

creatures are scary 
and hard to destroy. 

The Lynx regenerates, 

the Scuta and Angel 

Fcc ol fcarelare me) tslean Clare! 
thus immune to many 

black spells), and the 
Idols are vulnerable 

only to creature- 

destruction spells 

part-time. 

Phyrexian Arena is 

crucial because it 
keeps the one-shot 

destruction spells 

coming. If you don’t 
draw an opening hand 

with one of them in it, 

consider taking a 
mulligan. 

Sideboard options 
might include cards 

like Plague Spitter, 
Tsabo’s Decree, and 

Thrashing Wumpus 

for Rebels and other 

small creature decks; 
Slay to take care of 

green; and some extra 

enchantment removal 
and a fourth Duress to 

handle more control- 

oriented decks. 



lue/red decks have come and gone in the past, but 
the Apocalypse set brings them back in full force. 

: Blue/red decks work best as slow control decks for 
_ two reasons. First, the best cards for the deck aren’t 

~ creatures, but creature-destruction and card-advantage 
spells. Second, to build a successful fast beatdown 
deck, you need to get both colors of mana early in the 
game. Because you're allowed only four Shivan Reefs, 
that’s pretty unlikely. It would be more feasible if it 

-weren’t for the evil Rishadan Port preventing you from 

jing City of Brass. 

Illus. Dave Dorman 

The best route for blue/red is to use blue as your 

primary color so you can include lots of counterspells, 

then fill out the deck with red direct-damage spells. Try 

to stick with those that have only one red mana in their 

mana costs. When it comes to the issue of whether to 

include creature cards, think carefully. If you have a lot, 

chances are good that you’re weakening your control 

strategy. If you have only a few, they’ll draw fire. If you \ 

have none, your opponent’s creature-control cards will 

be useless. 



Top 5 Constructed Cards 

rophetic Bolt deals 4 damage 
o target creature or player. Lo 
t the top four.cards of your 
ibrary. Put one of those cards 

= into your hand and the rest on 
v + the bottom of your lib 

If you played Lightning Blast and Impulse during the 

same turn, it would cost 4 ¢ @ plus the card for each 

spell. Prophetic Bolt gives you the same instant dam- 

age and card selection in a single card—for 1 less. 

Shivan Reef 
ETL] 

Add one colorless mana to 

our mana pool. 
Add © or © to your mana 

ool. Shivan Reef deals 1 dam- 

ge to you. 

Blue/red control-deck players always wince when 

they draw their opening hands. Why? They know they 

need at least two blue mana sources and a red one at 
the start of each game. This allows them to play 

Counterspell early while still being able to burn away 

creatures with Shock. Shivan Reef makes this more 
possible than it has been in recent times. 

ire deals 2 damage divided as 

ou choose among any number 

f target creatures and/or play 
rs. / Tap target permanent. 

Draw a card. 
bd Be bhi 

Try substituting in this split card where you would 

normally play Shock or Pyroclasm. Those cards are 

wasted against decks without small creatures, but 

with Fire/Ice, you can draw another card while tap- 

ping a permanent in the process. 

pell.) Return target creature to 
ts owner’s hand. If you paid the 
icker cost, Jilt deals 2 damage 
o another target creature. 

Jilt works best in a fast-tempo deck, such asa 

Merfolk-based deck, or even a Goblin deck splashing 

blue (for Fact or Fiction, of course). If your goal is to 

attack with a few smallish creatures each turn, Jilt is 

great for clearing the way for them so you can stage 

those crucial last couple of attacks. 

reature — Dwarf 1/1) 
_ & ©; Sacrifice Bloodfire Dwarf: 

i a loodfire Dwarf deals 1 damage 
o each creature without flying. 

‘ ™® 

When you’re building a red deck and looking for one- 

mana-cost creatures, this card is near the top of the 

list. The Dwarf can often deliver a few early hits, and 

you can then Sacrifice it to do away with a pesky 
Opposing small creature or two. 

cker @© (You may pay an 
additional @© as you play this 
spell.) Return target creature to 
ts owner’s hand. If you paid the | 
kicker cost, Jilt deals 2 damage 

tempo, and Jilt is an excellent tempo setter. 

Destroying an opponent’s small creature and bounc- 

ing a big creature threat at the same time can often 

buy you the extra time you need to establish board 
control. 

Fire/Ice 
Instant/Instant 

Fire deals 2 damage divided as 

you choose among any number 
of target creatures and/or play- 

ers. / Tap target permanent. 

Draw a card. 
adh de bhi " 

As in Constructed, the Ice half of this card will be 

used less in Limited than the Fire half. But if your 

opponent doesn’t have any small creatures, you can 

wait for an opportunity to finish off a bigger creature 

with Fire, or you can slow down your opponent with 

Ice by tapping a potential attacker. 

Creature—Merfolk Goblin 1/1 

@: Razorfin Hunter deals 1 dam- 

age to target creature or player. 

“Tim”-like creatures have always been worth their 

weight in gold in Limited play. The Hunter works 

especially well in red-heavy decks, because it can 

augment your direct-damage spells, dealing that last 

1 damage needed to finish off an injured creature. 

Coastal Drake 
Creature— Drake 

2/1 

Flying 

@O, @: Return target Kavu to 
ts owner’s hand. 

You'll find more than twenty Kavu in the block, and 

Coastal Drake can slow down any opponent who 

plays one by bouncing it back to his or her hand turn 

after turn. The often-overlooked use of the Drake’s 

ability, though, is to rescue your own Kavu from 

destruction. 

TEL 
Sorcery 
Kicker @© and/or ©© (You may pay 
an additional @© and/or @@© as you 
play this spell.) \ltuminate deals X dam 
age to target creature. If you paid the 
@® kicker cost, Illuminate deals X 
damage to that creature’s controller. If 
you paid the @O kicker cost, draw X 
cards. 

Illuminate is a little confusing at first, but once you 

understand its power, you won’t overlook it again. 

Even if you don’t pay either kicker cost, this card can 

destroy a creature. The red kicker cost earns you an 
Agonizing Demise-like effect (the damage gets 
reflected to the creature’s controller). The blue kicker 

cost gets you a card draw for each 1 damage. 

Playing in Limited tournaments can often be all about 

06/00 | 

COUNTER-~ 

BURN 
Spells (36) 

4 Accumulated 

Knowledge 

3 Chromatic Sphere 

4 Counterspell 

1 Earthquake. 

4 Fire/Ice 

4 Fact or Fiction 

1 Foil 

1 Misdirection 

4 Opt 

4 Prophetic Bolt 

1 Pyroclasm 

1 Thwart 

4 Urza’s Rage 

Lands (24) 
4 Shivan Reef 

13 Island 

7 Mountain 

Deck Strategy 
First things first: 

Destroy the initial 

creatures your oppo- 

nent plays using your 

low-mana-cost 

removal cards, such 

as Fire/Ice, Pyroclasm, 

and Urza’s Rage if 
necessary. While 

you’re toasting enemy 

creatures, use any 

Spare mana to play 

some card-advantage 

spells: Accumulated 

Knowledge, Fact or 

Fiction, and Prophetic 

Bolt. 

Bide your time until 
you reach twelve mana. 

Then it’s time for Urza 

to get very, very angry. 

By the time you can 

play it, a single Urza’s 

Rage will often eject 

an opponent from the 

game. 
Untargetable crea- © 

tures and creatures 

with protection from 

red can give you 

trouble. For sideboard 

options, or if you’re 

okSiaa atc \alarcanuceyele) (<1 

destroying your oppo- 
nent’s creatures, 

consider Caltrops in 

the main deck or side- 

board. More Earth- 
quakes and Pyroclasms 
might also be an 

answer to annoying 

creatures like Blurred 

Mongoose. 



ou might expect black/green to have been histori- 
cally one of the weaker color combinations. The 

truth is that black/green, in some form or another, has 

dominated more than one tournament environment. 

Both “Prosperous Bloom” and “Survival-Nightmare” 
decks enjoyed lengthy stays at top-level competition. 

With some help from new Apocalypse cards, we may 

see new black/green deck archetypes propel them- 

selves into stardom. 

Illus. Matt Cavotta 

Thanks to the Apocalypse set’s new enemy-color 

“pain lands,” such as Llanowar Wastes, it’s easier than 

ever to build an enemy-color deck. With Pernicious 

Deed, what we in R&D call “the fixed Disk,” 

black/green finally has a good answer to its biggest 

problems: Rebels, enchantments, and cheap blue flying 

creatures. Add in Spiritmonger, the creature that can do 

almost anything, and black/green gains plenty of 

horsepower. 

2. 



Top 5 Constructed Cards 

Phyrexian Arena @49 
nchantment 

t the beginning of your upkeep 

ou draw a card and you lose 1 

lice 

Like Necropotence, Phyrexian Arena lets you trade 
cards for life. Unlike Necropotence, the Arena lets you 

trade only one card for 1 life each time. But is the 
Arena good anyway? Oh, yes. More cards means 

more threats for your opponent to deal with regard- 

less of how fast you get them. 

O® 

®, Sacrifice Pernicious Deed: 
stroy each artifact, creature, 

Since Nevinyrral’s Disk left the Standard tournament 
scene long ago, we’ve been without a really efficient 

board-clearing effect. With Pernicious Deed, we need 

look no further. 

Llanowar Wastes 
and 

: Add one colorless mana to 
our mana pool. 

Add 9 or &} to your mana 
pool. Llanowar Wastes deals 1 
damage to you. 

Throughout Magic® history, the ability to play enemy- 

color decks has rarely been as easy to manage as it is 

now, thanks mostly to the new enemy-color “pain 

lands” such as Llanowar Wastes. This new land 

allows black/green players to regulate their mana 

supplies with ease. 
cae 

r Spiritmonger O65 
Creature — Beast 6/6 
Whenever Spiritmonger deals dam 
age to a creature, put a +1/+1 
ounter on Spiritmonger. 

egenerate Spiritmonger. 
Spiritmonger becomes the color 

of your choice until end of turn. 

x 

At 6/6, Spiritmonger can regenerate, change color, 

get bigger, and best of all, can reduce your oppo- 
nent’s life total—fast. Its color-changing ability gives 

it a built-in defense from annoying cards like Teferi’s 

Moat and Story Circle, as well as from anti-green 

spells like Slay. 

Life/Death G/@¢9 
Sorcery/Sorcery 
Until end of turn, all lands you con- 
rol are 1/1 creatures that are still 

ands. / Return target creature card 

rom your graveyard to play. You 
ose life equal to its converted 

mana cost 

With Death, you can bring back any creature from 

your graveyard to play— perhaps one you’ve put in 

your graveyard on purpose. The Life half of the card 

has its uses, too. By suddenly gaining a swarm of 1/1 

creatures, you can often turn the tide of a game. 

Consume Strensth @9¢ 
Instant 

Target creature gets +2/+2 until 
end of turn. Another target crea- 

ture gets -2/-2 until end of turn. 

The Masques block card Steal Strength offered an ~ 

extremely efficient combat trick that often yielded a — 
two-for-one creature trade. Consume Strength takes 

the same concept further. Use it to do away witha 
2-toughness creature while giving one of yours a very 

healthy bonus. 

Ebony Treefolk Oi, 
Creature —Treefolk 3/3 

6969: Ebony Treefolk gets +1/+1 
til end of turn. 

A 3/3 creature for three mana isn’t very unusual 

these days, but Ebony Treefolk is special because it 
can pump itself up to scary proportions. For the low, 

low cost of # per activation, the Treefolk can trans- 

form itself from a Trained Armodon into a formidable 

monstrosity. 

Foul Presence 2) 
Enchant Creature 

Enchanted creature gets -1/-1 

and has “@: Target creature gets 

-1/-1 until end of turn.” 

If used for short-term gain, this card might as well 

read, “Destroy a 1/1 creature.” For the long term, 

though, Foul Presence will shred your opponent’s 

pesky Apprentices and other tiny pains. 

Phyrexian Rager 
Creature — Horror 

When Phyrexian Rager comes 

into play, you draw a card and 

you lose 1 life. 

You might occasionally play the vanilla Gray Ogre in 

Limited, but only if you have to. But what if Gray Ogre 

were black and replaced itself for just 1 life? That 
turns the card from bad to excellent. If the Rager can 

take out a creature in combat, you’ve effectively paid 

1 life to draw a card and destroy a creature. 

Phyrexian Gargantua @¢)¢9 
Creature — Horror 4/4 

When Phyrexian Gargantua 
comes into play, you draw two 
cards and you lose 2 life. 

The Gargantua more than makes up for its hefty price 

tag by giving you two cards for 2 life. Add to this 

card-advantage effect the fact that it’s not easy to 

remove a black creature from play in the Invasion 

block, and the Gargantua will almost always make 
the cut in your Limited deck. 

NECRODERM 
Creatures (18) 

4 Birds of Paradise 

4 Blastoderm | 

4 Ebony Treefolk 

4, Llanowar Elves 

2 Spiritmonger 

Spells (48) 
4 Chimeric Idol 

2 Diabolic Intent 
4 Duress 

1 Life/Death 

4 Pernicious Deed 

2 Phyrexian Arena 

1 Tsabo’s Decree 

Lands (24) 

4 Llanowar Wastes 

4 Rishadan Port 

10 Forest 

6 Swamp 

Deck Strategy 
There’s a lot to 

consider when design- 

ing a black/green deck, 
and determining the 

best route to victory 
isn’t always easy. 

You’ve got cute combos, 

huge creatures, and 

efficient utility spells 

to choose from. So 

which angle do you 

(ol sloleyst swam (Om=18) 11s 

extent, you can choose 

them all. 

“NecroDerm” uses 

speed, raw power, 

tutoring, and control 

elements to try to © 

overwhelm an oppo- 

nent by forcing lethal 

damage through. The 
idea is to get out an 

early mana-producing 

creature — Birds of 

Paradise or Llanowar 

Elves—and begin 

putting serious threats 

on the table. With cards 

like Chimeric Idol and 

Blastoderm in the deck, 

threats should be easy 

to find. 

When playing against 

Rebels, use your 

Diabolic Intent to 

search for Tsabo’s 

Decree, which can turn 

a lost cause into an 

easy win. When it 

applies, try to hold a 

few creatures in your 

hand against decks 

that likely have Wrath 

(oh im CroYelo) ar-vaveyd als) aue-1e) (= 

sweeper. 



Nei, 

Illus. Wayne England 

hite weenie decks have always been strong out of Standard. When that happens, you’ll once again 
contenders in tournaments, especially the be able to play City of Brass and other mana fixers the 

- Mercadian Masques'“-based Rebel decks. Port is holding at bay. 
Unfortunately, it’s been difficult to splash red as a sup- Although rare in recent years, red/white control 
ck color because of the unreliable mana base—until decks have periodically been tournament worthy, partly 

: now. With the Apocalypse set’s enemy-color “pain because they’re not hurt much by early disruption. The 
| lands, ” playing aggressive two-color decks with enemy Anocalypse set adds a few cards that might help 

: colors is a lot more viable. : | red/white control stage a revival, including Desolation 
Rishadan Port hurts red/white strategies, but most —_ Gjant and Gerrard Capashen. 



Goblin Legionnaire 3 
Creature — Goblin Soldier 2/2 
©, Sacrifice Goblin Legionnaire: Goblin 
Legionnaire deals 2 damage to target 
creature or player. 
Per lagiite ss crele) (in eeralalarcliges 
Prevent the next 2 damage that would 
be dealt to target creature or player 
this turn. 

A 2/2 for two mana with two strong abilities—this 

has to be a solid Constructed card. With combat-step 

timing tricks, you can often trade two creatures for 

one against another weenie deck, or you can just 

throw the Legionnaire at your opponent after it deals 

combat damage for an extra 2 to the head. 
ae 

Goblin Trenches 
Enchantment 

®, Sacrifice a land: Put two 1/1 

red and white Goblin Soldier 

creature tokens into play. 

This card is a fine addition to a red/white weenie 

deck or a red/white control deck. Combined with 

enchantments such as Glorious Anthem, the Trenches 

can generate a formidable horde. This card is also 

great for restarting your army when recovering from a 

sweeper card such as Wrath of God. 

Battlefield Forge 
Land 
@: Add one colorless mana to 
your mana pool. 
@: Add © or & to your mana 
pool. Battlefield Forge deals 1 

{ damage to you. 

This card takes red/white much closer to the 

Constructed level. Players of red/white decks will 

want to run four Battlefield Forges, and those players 

will usually still include other support cards, such as 

City of Brass and Chromatic Sphere, to make this 

enemy-color pair work. 

pectral Lynx O& 
reature—Cat 2/1 

rotection from green 

: Regenerate Spectral Lynx. 

Like the Legionnaire, the Lynx is a really strong “two- 

drop” creature. In fact, a 2/1 creature with protection 

from green is so strong that it’s worth playing even if 

you have no chance of ever playing its regeneration 

ability. 

ega Disciple 
reature— Wizard 1/1 

@: Target creature gets -2/ 

ntil end of turn. 

"), @: Target creature gets 
2/+o until end of turn. 

This card will not truly shine until the age of Rebels 

passes, but when it does, this Disciple will be one of 
the better one-drops, especially in a red/white deck. 
It’s particularly good against cards like Collective 

Restraint, because you can use the power-pumping 

ability to enhance your single attacker. 

Top 5 Limited Cards 

Squee’s Embrace 0S 
Enchant Creature 

Enchanted creature gets +2/+2. 

When enchanted creature is put © 

into a graveyard, return that 

creature card to its owner’s 

hand. 

In Limited, creature removal is hard to come by, and 

good, cheap creature enchantments like Squee’s 
Embrace are worth quite a bit more than they are tn 

Constructed play. 

Creature — Legend 3/4 
At the beginning of your upkeep, 
ou gain 1 life for each card in tar- 

et opponent’s hand. 

€3: Tap target creature. Play this 

_ ability only if Gerrard Capashen is 

Because he has 4 toughness, Gerrard can be difficult 

for an opponent to destroy without using multiple 

cards. In Limited, you can often gain so much life with 

Gerrard that your opponent will have to try to run you 

out of cards to win, whereas you’ll still have damage 

as a route to victory. 

reature— Giant 3/3 
icker €3€3 (You may pay an addi- 
jonal €3€ as you play this spell.) 
hen Desolation Giant comes into 

lay, destroy all other creatures yo 
ontrol. If you paid the kicker cost, 

For six mana, you get to clear the board and intro- 

duce a 3/3 threat in one fell swoop. If the board is 

already clear, you can always play it as a four-mana 

Hill Giant—no huge bargain, but the versatility only 

makes the card stronger. 

reature— Giant 6/6 

©, Sacrifice Bloodfire Colossus: 

loodfire Colossus deals 6 dam- | 

ge to each creature and each 

layer. 

ie — oe ee 

Sure, it’s expensive to play, but Limited games almost 

always last longer than Constructed games, and you 

often won’t have problems finding eight mana. 

Besides, a 6/6 creature that you can Sacrifice for an 

Inferno effect can dominate an entire match. 

| Order/Chaos 
| Instant/Instant 
| Remove target attacking crea- 

ure from the game./Creatures 

an’t block this turn. 

Creature-removal spells are always at a premium in 
Limited play, where a Dragon or Wurm can ruin your 

whole day. This card, in addition to being solid 
removal, doubles as a swing card to let you swarm 

through in a creature stalemate, which occurs all too 

often in Limited. 

errar Capashen iz) ; @ | 

esolation Giant @® 2 | 

estroy all other creatures instead. | 

WHITE-HOT 
SHARP POINTY 

THING 
Creatures (20) 

3 Defiant Falcon 

2 Dega Disciple 

4 Goblin Legionnaire 

2 Lin Sivvi, Defiant Hero 

1 Longbow Archer 

4 Ramosian Sergeant 

4 Spectral Lynx 

Spells (18) 
2 Disenchant 

4 Glorious Anthem 

3 Goblin Trenches 

4, Parallax Wave 

4 Shock 

1 Urza’s Rage 

Tie @>3) 

4 Battlefield Forge 

4 City of Brass 
pa iKeletaveclia 

12 Plains 

Deck Strategy 
This deck contains a 

small number of Rebels, 

but you shouldn’t use 

their recruiting abilities 

unless you have 

nothing else to do with 

your mana. Instead, 
attack and play spells 
the old-fashioned way. 

Keep the board clear 

and you'll whittle 

opponents away to the 

point where you can 

finish them off with 

small damage spells or 

an all-out attack. 

Don’t be afraid to 

chew up lands with 

Goblin Trenches in 

order to swarm your 

opponent—you have 

little to do with extra 

land cards, and you'll 

need to deal your 

damage quickly against 

most decks. Spectral 

_ Lynx gives this deck a 
strong edge on green 

creature decks because 

your opponent must 

resort to nongreen 

cards to get rid of it. 

The only spell in the 
deck that costs more 

than three mana is 

Parallax Wave, which 

can Save your creatures 

from destruction and 

(ol (2¥-V an dace oey< coin ce) ar! 

quick beatdown. 



reen/blue decks have always been possible, but 
the Apocalypse set makes them better than ever. 

Back during the Rath Cycle era, Tradewind Rider- 

Awakening decks put green/blue on the map. Then, in 

the Urza block, “Squirrel Prison” decks took full advan- 
tage of the best of green (Deranged Hermit) and blue 

(Opposition, Treachery). 
_ Green and blue still have great synergy; green’s 

mana acceleration and ground pounders provide plenty 

of time to harness the power of blue. Thanks to the 

lus. Daren Bader 

Apocalypse enemy-color “pain lands,” green/blue 
decks can have consistency, too. Players no longer have 
to decide between a first-turn Birds of Paradise ora 

second-turn Counterspell. Yavimaya Coast allows you to 

do both. Apocalypse is also the first set in more than 
four years to include multicolored cards with enemy 
colors in their mana costs. 

With so many new green/blue spells to choose 

from, only time will tell what powerful new decks will 
rise to prominence. 



A 

A 

Top 5 Constructed Cards 

Creature— Snake 2/2 
You may play Mystic Snake any 

time you could play an instant. 

When Mystic Snake comes into 
play, counter target spell. 

The Snake is the most perfect green/blue card ever 

printed. It’s a Counterspell and a 2/2 creature in one. 

Remember, you don’t have to use it to counter a spell if 

you don’t want to (although if there’s a spell on the 

stack you must target it). You can also use Repulse (or 
any other “bounce” effect) to return the Snake to your 

hand so it can counter another spell. 

Yavimaya Coast 
Land 
@: Add one colorless mana to 
your mana pool. 

=»  & @: Add @ or O to your mana 
ied pool. Yavimaya Coast deals 1 
Sy q ha damage to you. . 

4 

The Apocalypse set’s most important metagame- 

altering cards are the enemy-color “pain lands.” Four 

Yavimaya Coasts will go straight into every green/blue 

deck, and they’ll add mana consistency to an archetype 

that already has power. 

| Evasive Action 
_Instant 
Counter target spell unless its 

controller pays @ for each basic | 

land type among lands you con- 
trol. 

This card is the key to the “domain” deck. (A domain 

deck uses cards that become more powerful the more 

basic land types you control.) What domain decks have 

been missing is a card for the early game. Enter Evasive 

Action, which can shut down an early creature play on 

turn two. Later on, it’s still useful as a four- or five- 
mana Power Sink. 

Jungle Barrier Pl 6) 
Creature— Wall 2/6 

(Walls can’ t attack.) 
When Jungle Barrier comes into 

play, draw a card. 

The biggest and baddest monster in Standard right 

now is the 5/5 untargetable Blastoderm. It’s awfully 

hard to deal with—unless you control Jungle Barrier. 

Think of the Barrier as a cantrip answer to 5-power 

creatures like Blastoderm, Jade Leech, and Kavu Titan. 

Gaea’s Skyfolk Pl é) 
Creature — Elf Merfolk 2/2 

Flying 

Temporal Spring @60 
Sorcery 

Put target permanent on top of 

its owner’s libra 

The two-mana Skyfolk can start chipping away at an 

opponent’s life total early, and it’s a Merfolk to boot, 

making green/blue Merfolk decks look quite tempting. 

After you play out a few fast, hard-hitting creatures, 

use Temporal Spring to remove your opponent’s block- 

ers. The Spring can also return lands to the top of a 

library to slow down your opponent’s mana develop- 
ment. 

5‘ ao : 

Top 5 Limited Cards 

reature— Drake 2/1. 

lying 

O, @: Return target Kavu to 
Ss owner’s hand. 

Because the Drake can bounce Kavu, it’s especially 

good for green/blue decks, because many Kavu are 

green, enabling you to use the Drake to save your own 

Kavu. Don’t forget the timing tricks that make this abili- 

ty even better, such as waiting for combat damage to 

go on the stack, then responding by bouncing your 

Kavu. 

Living Airship 316) 
_Creature—Ship 2/3 | 
“Flying 

@«: Regenerate Living Airship. 

Speaking of 2-power flying creatures, the Airship 

serves you well on both offense and defense. At 2/3, 

there aren’t many fliers that can safely block it. And if 

you've got access to some green mana, its regeneration 

ability means there’s almost nothing the Airship can’t 

block. 

CLENe(M Chirag O® 
Creature— Beast 4/4 

henever a player plays a blue 

spell, Glade Gnarr gets +2/+2 

until end of turn. 

Whenever anyone plays a blue spell, Glade Gnarr 

gets +2/+2. Blue is full of instants, including bounce 

effects, card drawing, and deck manipulation. So just 

hold on to your blue instants and play them in the 

middle of a combat phase, preferably after your 

opponent blocks. Now all your blue instants turn into 
mini—Giant Growths! 

Gaea’s Skyfolk 
Creature — Elf Merfolk 2/2 

Flying 

The Skyfolk comes from a pretty simple recipe: green’s 

cheap power and toughness and blue’s cheap flying. 

The result is the first 2/2 flier in the history of the 

game than costs only two mana and has no drawbacks. 

Temporal Spring @20 
Sorcery 
Put target permanent on top of 

its owner’s library. 

decks. Either lock up the ground battle with green 

fatties and fly over for the victory, or use blue’s 
bounce spells to clear a path for the green fatties to 
do some serious damage. If you adopt Plan B, there’s 

no better card for your deck than Temporal Spring. © 

Honorable Mentions: Lay of the Land, Anavolver 

JUNGLE 

BOOGIE 
Creatures (22) 

2 Anavolver 

4 Birds of Paradise 

4 Jungle Barrier 

4 Mahamoti Djinn 

4 Mystic Snake 

4 Vine Trellis 

Spells (16) 

4 Counterspell 

4 Fact or Fiction 

4 Repulse 

2 Restock 

2 Wash Out 

Lands (22) 

4 Yavimaya Coast 

9 Forest 

9 Island 

Deck Strategy 
Fundamentally, “Jungle 

Boogie” is a control 

deck. Your first goal is 

to neutralize your 

opponent by laying out 
N VELL Coo) Cole anal iano) g 

her creatures. Vine 

Aicclitice-laremelara(s 

Barrier are great in 

this deck because each 

is a great blocker 

without really costing 

you a card. 

Next, use countering 

and bounce effects to 

stall even more while 

NZolem olUliCcmUbem-lareler-ag 

Elaetomcomelce)eyre| 

Mahamoti, your big 

gun. This 5/6 flying 
creature can block 

almost anything and 

needs to attack only 
four times to win you 

the game. 

Fact or Fiction and 

Restock should provide 

a Steady supply of 

Counterspells, Snakes, 
and Repulses to keep 

you Safe while you 

attack in the air. Make 

sure to put lots of 

Gainsays in your 
| sideboard to fight 

other control decks, 

and include more 

Wash Outs, which are 

the key to beating 

Rebel decks. 





The Apocalypse Card 

Encyclopedia shows 

the entire Apocalypse 

card set. Check boxes 

below each card allow 

you to keep track of 

your collection. Just 

mark the © once you 

have a copy of the 

card, and mark the 
L| if you get the 

premium version of 

the card. 

‘| 

Illus, Ron Spencer 
TY & 1993-2001 Wizards of the Coast, Inc. 36/143 

| As Brass Herald comes into play, choose 
) a creature type. 

| When Brass Herald comes into play, reveal 
the top four cards of your library. Put all 
creature cards of the chosen type revealed 

| this way into your hand and the rest on 
| the bottom of your library. 

Creatures of the chosen type get +1/+1. 

| Return target creatur 
hand. Put X 1/1 green Saproling 

| creature tokens into play, where X 
is its converted mana cost. 

Aether Mutation 

: Angelfire Crusader gets +1/+0 
until end of turn. 

Nothing burns hotter than the fires of 
holy rage. 

\ Oo Angelfire Crusader 
a 

He 

© Bloodfire Infusion — 

SERS evstieroey s) \\eice cs 
TA & © 1993-200) Wizards of the Coasn ine: 57/143 

Stant 

The next X damage that would be 
| dealt to target creature or player this 

| turn is dealt to anothi 
or player instead. 

Sisay discovered that the mirrored hull 
of the Weatherlight could be used as a 

_ defensive weapon. 

Salis 

L 

: Add one colorless mana to your 
mana pool. 

&: Add @ or * to your mana pool. 
Battlefield Forge deals 1 damage © 
to you. : 

Creature 

Milus. Greg Staples 
We cs 1995-2001 Wizards of the Coast, Inc, 33/145 

OL | BlocdGre Catossis 

2, ©: Target creature gets +2/+0 
until end of turn. 

®, ©: Add one mana of any color 
to your mana pool. 

‘The sea holds all that you need. You 
imply must know how to ask for it.” 

JOU Ceta Disciple 
s 



At the beginning of your upkeep, if 
you control a red or green permanent, 
draw a card, then discard a card from 
your hand. If you control a red 
permanent and a green permanent, 
instead draw two cards, then discard 
a card from your hand. 

1 ¢, ©: Return target Kavu to its 
owner’s hand. 

When the kavu emerged from their 
ancient nests, food chains long dormant 
became vibrant again. 

oo Coastal Drake 

atest joy came from 
ero defeat another. 

Titus. Eric Peterson 
Ke See P GOS 200) Wizards of the Goast The: 05143 

é 

om Death Grasp 

Kicker 1% and/or @ 

If you paid the 1’® kicker cost, Degavolver 
| comes into play with two +1/+1 counters 

+ on it and has “Pay 3 life: Regenerate 
| Degavolver.” 

_ If you paid the @ kicker cost, Degavolver 
| comes into play with a +1/+1 counter on 
it and has first strike. 

Kicker 1 @ and/or # 

If you paid the 1° @ kicker cost, 
_ Cetavolver comes into play with two 
_ +1/+1 counters on it and has first strike. 

] If you paid the @ kicker cost, Cetavolver 
+ comes into play with a +1/+1 counter 
* on it and has trample. 

Instant 

s -2/-2 until 

vOOpS invaded Urborg, 
the decay 
Jor the li 

Iilus. Adam Rex. 
ERO TONS 200T W Hobthe Coast inc, 93043. 

1OU Consume Strength | 93/143 

& SR E 
o1M & © 1993-2001 Wizards of the Coast, Ip 

sistance 

Coalition Flag can enchant only a 
creature you control. 

Enchanted creature’s type is Flagbearer. 

If an opponent plays a spell or ability 
_ that could target a Flagbearer in play, 
| that player chooses at least one 
Flagbearer as a target. 

| ®, ©: Target creature gets -2/-0 
until end of turn. 

| @, ©: Target creature gets +2/+0 
until end of turn. 

“There is no true equity of power. There 
_ ts only more and less.” 

Ulus. Alan Pollack 
1M & © 1903-2001 Wizards of the Coast, Inc 59/143 

_ If an opponent plays a spell or ability 
that could target a Flagbearer in play, 

| that player chooses at least one 
| Flagbearer as a target. 

& Coctiton Honor Guard 

Giving little thought to their own defense, 
| they carried the flag that united their 
army. 

3/143 

_ Sorcery. 

“iki Gros Staples” > = 
<M Se © 19032001 Wizards of die Coasr, Ine. 38/143 

| At the beginning of your upkeep, if 
' you control a black or red permanent, 
you gain 2 life. If you control a black 
permanent and a red permanent, you 
gain 4 life instead. 

__ Tap two untapped creatures you control: 
| Tap target creature. 

“It’s the oldest trick in the book,” said Guff. 
“And I ought to know—I wrote it.” 



| Prevent all damage that would be dealt 
| this turn to creatures you control. 

“Phyrexia is an unforgiving place, and I 
» am an angry lord in an unforgiving mood.” 

—Lord Windgrace 

Illus. Greg & Tim ie Gileraoyeztevebe 4/2 
WMS 1993-2001 Wizards of the Coast, Linc. 647143 

Counter target spell unless its 
controller pays ‘1 for each basic 
land type among lands you control. 

Iilus, Toa Galle gher 
ae ROTROS OT vee AS DEE SES TS 

Dodecapod — : 

aveelelet Qheeztattes 

| Ifa spell or ability an opponent 
| controls causes you to discard 
Dodecapod from your hand, put it 
into play with two +1/+1 counters 

| on it instead of putting it into your 
| graveyard. 

Illus. John Howe = 3/3 
IM Meas PONS 20 Wizards of the Coast Ing. 13h 123 

OL] Dodecapod 

; ~ bony Treads 

Creature — recto 

the water 
blood of 

OD Ebony Treefolk 97/143 

| Colored mana symbols.on all 
' permanents you control and on all 
cards you own that aren’t in play 

_ become ¥ until end of turn. 

Draw a card. 

a 

Enchant Gteature 

hyrexians have one wo 
b tf “evolution” and “pain.” 

. : “tas Riv ta 0 
MM Se 1003-9001 Wazards aie Coast, Ine. 

oo Foul Beecace 

134/1438 

foo Hibiaconed Golem 

"Artifact 
| 2, ©: Put a multicolored creature 
_card from your hand into play. 

| In their hunger for the arch’s power, 
__ mages often forget that it only makes 
| dragons easier to summon. It doesn’t 

| make them easier to control. 

Tilus. Dana Knutson 
O48 BC TOSS SORT Wisardy of the Const Ine 135148 

Artifact Creature — Golem 

Kicker & (You may pay an additional ¥ as § 
| you play this spell.) 

Spend only colored mana on X. No more 
| than one mana of each color may be spent 
| this way. 

| If you paid the kicker cost, Emblazoned 
Golem comes into play with X +1/+1 

| counters on it. 

fils. Gree Seaples’ 
we SS PONS: ae Whiands af the CONSE TREES 

136/143 

Sorcery 

bGULbTsie Rosenzsyseraurolle) 
1 SC [993-2001 Wizards of the Coast, Ine. 60/143 

| First strike 

When Enlistment Officer comes into 
| play, reveal the top four cards of your 
library. Put all Soldier cards revealed 

| this way into your hand and the rest 
on the bottom of your library. 

rs) 
S 
vo 
S 
wo 

E 
tH 
vo 
Q 
w 
0) 
on 
H 
aS 
pa 

onl Draw a card. 

Martin 

fitus, David 

Titus. Rebecca 
WR 7003. JOU Wizards of the 

£993-2001 Wizards of the Coast, Int 128/143 

1M & ¢ 



tying 

The grace of the 

hus. Terese Nielsen 2/2 
BSC TOSS S200) Wizards of the Costing: LORS: 

Creature | Goole Sol @) 

Goblin Legionnaire d. 
| to target creature 

soblin Legionnaire: 

%, Sacrifice Goblin Legionnaire: 
Prevent the next 2 damage that 
would be dealt to target creature or | 
player thi 

SU RE TONS. 200 T Winans Sie Cone Be TOSS 

ius Mack Romanoski 2 p 

Guided ie 

Reveal the cards in your library. An 
ponent chooses | mg 

them a creature card, a land card, 
and a noncreature, nonland card. 
You put the chosen cards into your 
hand. Then shuffle your library. 

Illus. Alex Horley 
PERCE PO9 5 200E Wizards oF Re Coast ims LOS Tas: 

Guided Passage 

© Iluminate 

Illus. Christopher Moeller 
™ & © 1993-0001 Wizards of the Coast, Inc, 63/143 

Boo filuminare 

; Ou Goblin Ringleader 

At the beginning of your upkeep, 
_ you gain 1 life for each card in target 
| opponent’s hand. 

3%: Tap target creature. Play this 
_ ability only if Gerrard Capashen is 
_ attacking. 

— 

Iffus. Mark Romanoski 2 /2 
™ SoC: 1993-2001 Wizards of the Coast, Inc. 62/143 

When Haunted Angel is put into a 
graveyard from play, remove 
Haunted Angel from the game and 
each other player puts a 3/3 black 
Angel creature token with flying 
into play. 

: i 
: 
: 
i q i 
i 
: 
: 
t 

Target spell or permanent becomes the color of your choice until end of turn 

129/143 

_ Illus. Carl Critchlow 
= ISO 1500 200) Wizards of die Comsn tne, 102/143 

Enchantment 

f tiny warriors. Thi. 
ver 

: : UNIS WE pare England 
PM Re TORS SOOT Wizards of the Cease ie 10d Fase" : 

1, @: Add one mana of any color 
to your mana pool. 

_ Hope kept the defenders aloft, but only 
courage kept them in the fight. 

Look at the top five cards of your library, 
then put them back in any order. 

“Let’s see... Mercadia, mercenary, merfolk 
... you know, I really need a better fili 
system.” 

APPEAR NES ‘ ses 

‘Creature — Zombie. ~ 

. alllus., Tony Szezudlo * 
1M & © 1993-2001 Wizards ab the Couse, Ing: 0/143 

Whenever a player plays a spell, any 
_ other player may pay that spell’s mana 
cost. If a player does, counter the spell. 
(Mana cost includes color.) 

Even the oppressive cold of the cave could 
not temper Eladam 

Counter target spell if it shares a 
color with a creature you control. 

“Calm down everyone; it’s nothing we 
haven't seen before.” 

es 

OU] Jaded Response ; 



Kavu Glider 

eee — Kayu 

1 @ as you ae this s 

Return target creature to its owner’s hand. : les a card. 
If you paid the kicker cost, Jilt deals 2 . - 
damage to another target creature. ra | A massive pull ofm mana caused all of 
bapine not ey Fianna Dominaria t eee had 

—Gerrard, to Yawgmoth 

“Illus. Edward P. Beard [rn J/g Illus. Heather Hudson 
PER 1608-2061 Wizards oF he Comme Tre T08 1ES : : q ™ SO 1995-200) Wizards ofthe Coast, Inc. G4/143 

1OU Kavu Glider 64/143 A Ol pro] 

% ae EE Pe Oe aac cer 

target creature. Puta 1/1 sap. 
creature token into play for ok forest you 

| control. You gain 2 life for each plains you 
control. Draw a card for each island you 
control, th discard that many cards from 

« mies Eric iieron 

Ps 
= 

& (3 
o 

ise) 

: Hdwasd | 

_ Legendary Arti 

_ * ¢ Se: Remove target permanent : | aoa (Ih oe 1 : lee 

a alae i ¢ : attack and ® the turn it comes under = o sek te Living Airshi If Legacy Weapon would be put into | : | your control.) _ : Kegenerate g p. 

a graveyard from anywhere, reveal : 
Legacy Weapon and shuffle it into its A doesn’t cause Lightning 

| owner’s library instead. 

The ship has a crew of three: the pilot, 
the gunner, and the ship ttself. 

OSelcecisiseclecte 

Pay 2 lif event the next | damage 
Enchanted creature can’t attack. : that would be deal to target creature 

_ Co . | ®: Enchanted creature gets -1/-1 | this turn. 
rgcia: leaves fall bs ee Geis : / § until end of turn. _ Honor the brave who fought, 

: : i 
of a lnuing tea, «0 to do the dead leave @: Enchanted creature can’t block _ Honor the dead who fell, 

this turn Honor the word they saved. 
j _ Memorial inscription 

Illus Anthony Ss Waters 
HEY * Bre EEGs 

‘(ou Llanowar Dead aS C Lan = : : sles of I 5 | CE Martyrs’ Tomb : 110/143 



OU] Mask of Intolerance 

At the beginning of each player’s 
upkeep, if there are four or more 
basic land types among lands that 
player controls, Mask of Intolerance 

| deals 3 damage to him or her. 

138/49 

“Creature — Zombie. 

*%, @: larget player gains | life. 

| Treated with a powerful mix of herbs 
= and potions, its wrappings have a 

remarkable preservative effect, even 
= for the living. 

. -elllus. John Matson 
AM 8 © 199 rds ob the. Coast, 

Creature — Volver 

.- Kicker 1 ® and/or * 

ie _ If you paid the 1 # kicker cost, Necravolver § 
F comes into play with two +1/+1 counters 
© on it and has trample. 

| If you paid the * kicker cost, Necravolver = 
} comes into play with a +1/+1 counter on 
it and has “Whenever Necravolver deals 
F damage, mu ae _ nee life” 

‘ailad 
i IM Bet 19 

OU] Overgrown Estate 3/1439 

Sa per eet 

Mind @xtractio 

“Sorcery _ 

_ As an additional cost to play Mind 
_ Extraction, sacrifice a creature. 

‘Target player reveals his or her hand 
and discards all cards of each of the 
sacrificed creature’s colors from it. 

OU Mind Extraction 42] | 43 

Dus 

Creatures target player controls get +1/+1 until end of turn. 

larget creature gets | -1/-1 until end of turn. 

When Penumbra Bobcat is put into 
a graveyard from play, put a 2/1 
| black Cat creature token into play. 

| This cat has two lives and it’s serene 
jor more. 

‘ee Pennies Bobcat 82/143] 

e, Sacrifice Minotaur isonet: 
ist deals damage 

er to target creature. 

ah {OU Minotaur Illusionist 111/143 

®, Add one mana of any ee to 
your mana pool. 

h *, ©: Prevent the next 1 damage that | 
would be dealt to target creature or 
player this turn. 

| “The darkness maey hides the light.” 

When Penumbra Kavu is put into a 
| graveyard from play, put a 3/3 black 
_WKavu creature token into play. 

“These kavu are so stubborn they even 
refuse to die.” 

—Tahngarth 

g00 Penumbra ae Heel 143 

Minotaur Tactician 

rR NN 

esgic oes ‘Minotaur 

Nits ©) ctor, 1/1 | 
WS & < 1903-2001 Wizards of the Coast; Inc, 65/143 

OU) Minotaur Tactician 65/143 fa 

ew 

& aa 

~-Enchantmént = 

At the beginning of your upkeep, 
if you control a green or white 

» permanent, target player loses 
1 life. If you control a green 
permanent and a white permanent, 
that player loses 3 life instead. 

Ge : oo 

ee dt Se C 1993: a Nas ab the. Coast, Ing, 46143. 

Kicker @ (You may pay an additional @ 
as you play this spell.) 

Destroy target artifact or enchantment. 
If you paid the kicker cost, Orim’s 
Thunder deals damage equal to that 
artifact or enchantment’s converted 
mana cost to target creature. 

| Trample 
When Penumbra Wurm is put into 

_a graveyard from play, put a 6/6 
, black Wurm creature token with 
_ trample into play. 

Ou Penumbra Wurm 84/143 



- Enchantmer 

xX, Sacrifice Pernici 
och artifact, creature 
with converted man cost X or less. 

“Yanngmoth,? Preyalise peed as she 
set the bomb, “now sou will pay for your 
treachery,” 

“Illus. Christopher M. eller 
SON Beas PONS DO0T Winaras of the Gongh Ine thay 

ERRARRRMNATE 

“Sorcery 

Hus. Mike Sass 
001 Wizards ofthe Coast, b 

IM © 1093 

Ceeaure —_ Vo Iver 

Hus: Scort M. Fischer 
™ & © 1093-2001 Wizards of the Coast, Ine. 68/143 

OU Rakavolv r 

oo fae one Minefield 

68/143 OU] Razorfin Hunter 

| blocks, Powerstone 
| 2 damage to it. 

“We have fought this far and lost too 
much. We w ue not turn back.” 

—Grizzlegom 

fitus. Gres ai im Hildebrandt 
DESC 1903: ee atthe Com, THe TESS 

player. You qa a ar 

| The dwarves call their quicksilver 

| to target creature Or player. 

No one knew if they ‘d been lurking 
under the sea all along, or if they'd 

» been created by the Phyrexian overlay. 

Illus. Jeff Easley 
SO0E Wizards OF the Gomi Tie 1 LOE 

OU] — Gargantua 

115/14 

119/143] 

about the ee 

“ “Tite Carl i Ghichiow : 
0M BEC 1993 Wizards wate Coast, Ing. 

arget creature or p 
the top four cards o your i rary. 

| Put one of those cards into your 
hand and the rest on the bottom of 
your library. _ 

Hilus. Dave Dorman 
TAREE THs 2001 Wikards UF the CORRE, THE TGS 

oo Prophetic Bolt 

SORES ANisshic sayyeical 
UM Set 1903-2004 rds of tie Coast, tac. 66/143. 

_ &: Target land’s type becomes the 
| basic land type of your choice until 
_ end of turn. 

With one gesture, she can render a 
| thousand years of navigational charts 
| obsolete. 

on Reef Sones 

48/143 § 

| 1 life; or each ey gains | life. 

“I do not like wt, said Grizz zlegom, “but | 
I will take every soldier I can get.” 

Illus. Ray Lago 
IM BEE TONS 300 T Wizanis of the Coasts mic, 117/143 

(lus. David Manin 
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Enchanted creature has protection 
| from green and from blue. 

| The duty: to defend. The reason: to 
| survive. 

or is dealt daa 
much life. 

They danced like puppets to a tune 
only Yawgmoth could hear. 

Illus, Jeff Easley 
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Soul Lak 

Sorcery 

| Choose a number. 
many times or until y P> 
whichever comes first. If you win all 

Illus. Kev W; ker 
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‘las. Torese Niclsen sad Thomas Ni Baxa = 
IM &- © 1093-2007 Wizards at dhe Coast, Te. 98/143 

and type of your choice until end of 
turn. 

Draw a card. 

“Oh, ts that all you need? idn’t you 
Just say so?” : 

—Reef shaman 

Protection from green 

| ®: Regenerate Spectral Lynx. 

_A shadowy version of its corporeal 
cousin, this lynx hunts souls, not meals. 

Ifan opponent plays a spell or ability 
_ that could target a Flagbearer in 
_ play, that player chooses at least 
/ one Flagbearer as a target. 

| The standard was a rallying point for 
the army and a target for the enemy. 

OL Sylvan Messenger : 87/143 

gs: Add one colorless mana to your | 
mana pool. 

g: Add @ or & to your mana pool. | 
Shivan Reef deals 1 damage to you. 

a creature, put a 
Spiritmonger. 

®: Regenerate Spiritmonger. 

®: Spiritmonger becomes the color 
of your choice until end of turn. 
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OL] Symbiotic Deployment 88/143 

Illus. Pete Venters 
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ishele et rels @ ture 

Siac creature 

When enchanted creature is put 
into a graveyard, return that 
creature card to its owner’s hand. 

Illus. Rebecca Guay 
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Instant 

Coe target sp 
Blast deals 3 oe to ie 
creature. 

hus Chr topher Moeller 
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Illus. Pete Venters 
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target perma 
’s library. 

One splash of the sp 2s water knocks 
you clear into last week. 

fa 
BLrL@ Rel el Pecke cle” 

| 1: Choose a creature type other 
| than Wall. Target creature’s type 
becomes that type until end of turn. 

What nature makes, magic can modi 

becomes the color of your choice. 

“Sometimes when I look at the ocean, 
I could swear it changes colors.” 

TE ee 

Enchantment 

. 

fll. Gary Ruddell 
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When Tidal Courier comes into play. 
reveal the top four cards of your 
library. Put all Merfolk cards revealed 
this way into your hand and the rest 
on the bottom of your library. 

3 ¢: Tidal Courier gains flying until 

Ree 

Urhore By : 

Flying 

When Whirlpool Drake comes into play, 
shuffle the cards from your hand into your 
library, then draw that many cards. 

When Whirlpool Drake is put into a 
graveyard from play, shuffle the cards from 
your hand into your library, then draw that 
many cards. 

yrless mana to your 

to your mana pool. | 
deals 1 damage to | 

“Sorcery 

. Hus. Adam Rex 
IM SoG 1993-905 TN 

_ When Whirlpool Rider comes into 
play, shuffle the cards from your 
hand into your library, then draw 
that many cards. 

Where the wind meets the water, change 
is inevitable. 

Yavimayas 

Ur 

Enchanted creature gets +2/+2 and 

Illus. Eric Peterson 
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ion Yavimay ’s Embrace 
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OL] Tundra Kavu : 71/143 

“Don’t mourn for me. This 1s ny destiny.” 
—Gerrard 

Illus. Brian Snoddy 
TSE TOOSS200T WSGEithe Coase Te. 126045 

g 

When Whirlpool Warrior comes into play. 
. shuffle the cards from your hand into your 
| library, then draw that many cards. 

@, Sacrifice Whirlpool Warrior: Each player 
' shuffles the cards from his or her hand 
into his or her library, then draws that 
many cards. 

-. Creature — Zombie. Snake 

® oose a color. Wheneve 

es bio 

. «Illus. Grég Staples: a 
IM Se 1093-9001 Wizards of thie Coast, Inc: 34143 
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OL] Ather Mutation 

OL] Ana Disciple 

OL] Ana Sanctuary 
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